Ambroxol Lozenge Bioavailability : Part II - Analysis of Additional Systemic AvailabilityPart I of this article was published in Clin Drug Invest 2003; 23 (4): 273-80.
To examine whether or not the early dissolution/absorption in the oral cavity of lozenge administration contributes to superior bioavailability of ambroxol compared with the commercially available tablet. 24-hour plasma level pharmacokinetic profiles of 20 healthy volunteers receiving oral administration of identical single doses (30mg) of lozenges and a commercially available tablet with a 1-week washout period were collected. The data were analysed by a non-compartmental model with a statistical moment and mean transit time concept. The mean transit times obtained after lozenge and tablet administration were compared. The variance in absorption phase was significantly higher than that in the distribution/elimination phase in the pharmacokinetic profiles of the lozenge, suggesting additional absorption processes. The mean transit time of the tablet was significantly greater than that of the lozenge, by 7.69 hours with a 90% confidence interval (CI) of 3.11, 12.27. Early drug dissolution/absorption in the oral cavity and gastrointestinal absorption was successfully modelled to the pharmacokinetic profiles after lozenge administration. The additional availability of the drug to systemic circulation was mainly due to complete dissolution in the oral cavity prior to absorption as well as to oral mucosal transport. Between the two processes, dissolution was proposed to be a limiting step, since oral mucosal absorption was at a very high rate. The estimated average dissolution rate constant (90% CI) in first-order fashion was 0.13h(-1) (0.08, 0.32). Absorption rates between lozenge and tablet could be differentiated with the aid of the mean transit time concept. However, estimation of oral mucosal absorption was not possible because the blood sampling intervals were not sufficiently frequent.